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Abstract – Additionalα-globin genes in sheep might produce extraα-globin chains and, con-
sequently, the subject carrying triplicated (ααα) or quadruplicated (αααα) haplotypes may
exhibit different hematological phenotypes when compared to the normal duplicated (αα)
homozygotes (NN). Bothααα andαααα heterozygous (ND) andααα andαααα homozygous
(DD) individuals were obtained by selection and inbreeding. Chromatographic RP-HPLC
analyses of the globin chains of 65 subjects (15DD, 20 ND and 30NN) were performed. A
highly significant linear regression (r2 = 0.967) of theα/β ratio on the number ofα-globin genes
was found, and theα/β ratio ranged on average from 1.0 inNN individuals to 1.2 in theND
and 1.6 in theDD subjects. Values for blood fell within the range of normality but were rather
peculiar as a whole. When the erythrocytes of individuals carrying normal arrangements were
compared with those of subjects with extraα-genes, the latter had fewer erythrocytes that were
bigger in size and had a higher Hb content and a greater osmotic fragility. This hematological
picture is consistent with the existence of an unbalancedα/β ratio.

erythrocytes / hemoglobin /α/β ratio / endemic TBD

1. INTRODUCTION

In sheep, as in humans and most other mammals, there are twoα-globin
genes (Iα andIIα), which are expressed at different levels, the upstream gene
being the most efficient [19]. The high polymorphism of Altamurana sheep
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Figure 1. α-globin gene haplotypes detected in sheep. The gene efficiency (%) is
indicated in parentheses. Alpha globin alleles are indicated by the capital letter
corresponding to the relevant point mutation (L= 113 Leu; H= 113 His; A= 8 Ala,
113 Leu; D= 15 Gly, 113 Leu).

for the α-globin genes with the presence of the rareαD (Fig. 1) presented
a good opportunity to study the organisation of the related gene cluster by
selecting and inbreeding theαD carriers. Previous work showed that theαD

allele is a marker for the presence of extraα-genes and that the general trend of
expression of duplicatedα-genes was confirmed in the cases of gene triplication
and quadruplication for which theα-chain output of the downstream genes
progressively decreased [20,22]. Also in the quadruplicated haplotype, the 3′
gene encoding the 113His-chain appears to have an efficiency of approximately
1% [9,21]. Parallel investigations at the population level demonstrated that
Leccese and Gentile di Puglia, the other two Apulian native sheep breeds,
also exhibit a high polymorphism at theα-globin gene arrangements with
approximately the same frequency of extra-numeralα-genes as that in the
Altamurana sheep [10,11]. In 1994, Pieragostiniet al. [10] also noted that
HbD Leccese sheep had a lower packed cell volume (PCV) and haemoglobin
content than the common-type sheep.

Our working hypothesis was that the additionalα-globin genes in sheep may
produce extraα-globin chains. Consequently, the subjects carrying triplicated
or quadruplicated haplotypes may exhibit different hematological phenotypes
when compared to the normal duplicated homozygotes. By selecting and
inbreeding the above founder Altamurana group, a small flock of homozy-
gotes and heterozygotes for extraα-globin genes was set up to carry out the
hematological investigation reported in this paper.
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Table I. Nomenclature of sheep genotypes.

Gene arrangements Running
name

Gene
number
× haplo-

type

Grouping
as to gene
number

IαL–II αH/IαL–II αL

IαA–II αH/IαL–II αL

IαA–II αH/IαA–II αH

LH/LL

AH/LL

(AH)2

 2/2

 NN(30)

IαL–II αL–III αH/IαL–II αL

IαD–II αL–III αH/IαL–II αL

IαD–II αL–III αH/IαA–II αH

IαD–II αL–III αL–IVαH/IαL–II αL

LLH/LL

DLH/LL

DLH/AH

DLLH/LL

 3/2

}
4/2


ND(20)

IαD–II αL–III αH/IαL–II αL–III αH

IαD–II αL–III αH/IαD–II αL–III αH

IαD–II αL–III αL–IVαH/IαD–II αL–III αH

IαD–II αL–III αL–IVαH/IαD–II αL–III αL–IVαH

DLH/LLH

(DLH)2

DLLH/DLH

DLLH/DLLH

 3/3

}
4/3}
4/4


DD(15)

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Nomenclature

To describe the sheep alpha globin gene alleles, superscripts were placed
on the right with the capital letter indicating the relative point mutation:αL =
α113Leu; αA = α8Ser→Ala,113Leu; αD = α15Gly→Asp,113Leu; αH = α113Leu→His.
Analogously, theα-haplotypes have been described by the sequence of capital
letters corresponding to the proper gene (Tab. I).

2.2. Animals

From a small Altamurana inbred flock well characterised for globin [20], 30
sheep carrying normal duplicated haplotypes and all possessing theII αH gene as
a marker (NN), were sampled and compared with 35 individuals characterised
by extra-numeralα-globin gene arrangements. Of these 35 subjects, 20 were
heterozygotes carrying either one triple or quadruple chromosome (ND), and
15 had only haplotypes with extra genes (DD) (Tab. I).
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2.3. Blood analyses

Blood was sampled in the morning between 6:30 and 8:30, and blood
measurements were carried out right after blood sampling.

Cell count (RBC), hemoglobin content (Hb) and packed cell volume (PCV)
were measured on red blood cells. Mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean
corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH) and mean corpuscular hemoglobin concen-
tration (MCHC) were calculated. Erythrocytes and leukocytes (WBC) were
counted with a standardised automatic counter. The hemoglobin content (Hb)
was determined by colorimetry [1] (Tab. II). The erythrocyte fragility test was
performed by exposing erythrocytes to hypotonic saline solutions starting from
0.84% and decreasing by 0.02% (Tab. III).

2.4. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of hemoglobin

The tetramers were analysed by PAGIF [3]. Densitometric evaluation of
the Hb bands was obtained by using a computerised Ultrascan XL enhanced
laser densitometer equipped with Gelscan 2.0 software from Pharmacia-LKB
(Uppsala Sweden).

2.5. RP-HPLC

The globin separation was performed by RP-HPLC using the analytical
Vydac large-pore (300 Å) C4 column (Hesperia, CA), as partly described by
Schroederet al. [15]. The chromatogram was developed with a linear gradient
between solvent A (20% acetonitrile - 80% water containing 0.1% trifluoracetic
acid, TFA) and solvent B (60% acetonitrile - 40% water containing 0.1%
trifluoracetic acid, TFA). The gradient was 48% - 63% in 100 min at a flow rate
of 1 mL ·min−1. The effluent was monitored at 220 nm. The chromatographic
peaks were computed with an LCI 100 computing integrator (Perkin Elmer,
Norwalk, CT).

2.6. Statistics

The effects of theα-globin gene arrangement on the data sets obtained by
the hematological examinations were analysed by least-squares analyses of
variance. A linear regression analysis of the value of theα/β ratio on the
number ofα-globin genes was performed to investigate their relationship.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Hematological profiles

The hematological profiles of sheep classified on the basis of theα-globin
gene arrangements are shown in Table II. Significant differences were observed
for RBC and MCV. In both groups, all the parameters fell in the normal
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Table II. Hematological profile in healthy, 2 to 5 years old Altamurana sheep classified on the basis ofα-globin gene arrangement.

α-gene N PCV Hb RBC MCV MCH MCHC WBC

arrangements (%) (g· dL−1) (×106 · µ−1) (µ3) (pg) (%) (×103 · µ−1)

NN 30 31.49± 0.68 10.61± 0.32 8.87a± 0.27 35.90a± 0.10 12.03± 0.05 33.75± 0.76 8.95± 0.75

DD 15 31.16± 0.63 9.99± 0.29 7.73b± 0.24 40.43b ± 0.09 12.88± 0.04 32.05± 0.70 8.04± 0.67

Within columns, values with different letters differ (P< 0.05).

Table III. Erythrocyte osmotic fragility in healthy Altamurana sheep classified on the basis ofα-globin gene arrangements: hemolysis
percentage (mean± s.e.) at different NaCl concentrations.

α-gene
arrangements

number of
individuals

observation
per individual

% NaCl

0.84 0.76 0.70 0.60

NN 15∗ 5 4.07± 1.97 12.70± 5.74 54.35a± 8.70 95.49± 1.88

DD 15 5 6.65± 2.00 22.72± 5.80 81.84b± 8.77 97.73± 1.90
∗Only 15 samples were available for this test. Within columns, values with different letters differ (P< 0.05).
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range [4,5] except for RBC of theDD group which revealed a mild anemic
condition. In theDD individuals the numerical deficiency of red blood cells
was compensated for by the fact that the mean corpuscular volume (MCV)
increased by about 12% as did the mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH).

Table III shows that the osmotic fragility of erythrocytes in theDD group
was higher than in theNN group at all NaCl concentrations, but the difference
was only significant at the 0.7 NaCl concentration for which theDD group
reached 82% of hemolysis against 54% for theNN group, which was in the
normal range [7].

3.2. Hemoglobin system analyses

Specific chromatographic profiles were obtained for different individual
gene arrangements as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Table IV provides the findings
on the output ofα-genes inferred from the Hb PAGIF bands and the RP-
HPLC chromatographic peaks. Overall, it seems that the 5′ gene expressed a
decreasing percentage of product as the gene number increased. Table V shows
the output ofIα andII α genes as estimated from the concentrations of different
α-globin chains on the basis of the densitometric evaluation of their relevant
Hb PAGIF bands in the three genotype groups, and the observed values were
compared with the expected values based on previous experiments [20,22].
These data suggest that, on the contrary, there is asurplusof product recorded
at theII α gene level in the triple and quadrupleα-haplotypes.

The RP-HPLC analysis could not distinguish between the alpha D and the
alpha L chains, but this had no consequence on the evaluation of theα/β

ratio since the total amounts ofα-globin chains and ofβ-globin chains were
compared. The association between the number ofα-globin genes and theα/β
ratio values is represented by the regression line in Figure 4. The relationship
between the two variables was positive and linear. The close fit (r2 = 0.967)
obtained by adjusting the regression line was also illustrated by comparing
expectedα/β values with values obtained by integrating globin chain HPLC
chromatographic peaks (Tab. VI).

4. DISCUSSION

The hematological profile ofDD individuals, taken together with the evid-
ence of the increased osmotic fragility of their erythrocytes, seems to be
consistent with an accelerated erythrocyte turnover. It is conceivable to ascribe
these phenomena to the accumulation of excess, unmatchedα-globin chains,
which was already found to be strongly correlated to the erythrocyte lifespan
in humans [23].
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Figure 2. Hb band PAGIF patterns (a) and (b) densitometric profiles in sheep with
different gene arrangements.
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Table IV. Output ofα-globin genes.

Genotype
group

α-globin gene
number

observations Iα-gene
expression

II α-gene
expression

III α-gene
expression

IVα-gene
expression

NN 2/2= 4 30 32.2± 0.49∗ 17.6± 0.35 – –

ND

{
3/2= 5

4/2= 6

13

7

30.4± 0.86

30.2± 1.07

15.4± 0.76

n.d.

6.1± 0.28

n.d.†
–

1.4± 0.23

DD


3/3= 6

4/3= 7

4/4= 8

9

4

2

29.1± 0.71

28.45± 0.91

27.82± 0.82

16.4± 0.47

n.d.

n.d.

5.3± 0.30

n.d.

n.d.

–

n.d.

1.5± 0.34
∗ All the data in the table are expressed as mean values± standard error.† n.d.= non-detectable the same chain being produced
by more than one gene in different positions.
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Figure 3. HPLC specific chromatographic profiles of different individual gene
arrangements. The concentration of each singleα-globin peak expressed as a per-
centage of the total amount ofα-globin chains is indicated in parentheses.

It is generally accepted that the presence of unpaired excess globin chains
is the primary circumstance leading to membrane alterations that result in the
premature destruction of red cells in thalassemia [13,14,26].
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Table V. Output ofIα- andII α-globin genes.

Iα-globin gene expression∗ II α-globin gene expression∗

Genotype N Obs. Exp. Deviation Obs. Exp. Deviation

NN 30 32.2 32 +0.20± 0.39 17.55 18 −0.45± 0.07

ND 13† 30.0 32 −2.03± 0.62 14.43 12 +2.57± 1.35

DD 9† 29.1 32 −2.90± 0.54 16.39 12 +4.39± 0.47
∗Observed values (Obs.), corresponding expected values (Exp.) [20,22], and devi-
ation from the expectation.† Only triple arrangements allow the detection of the
II α-globin gene expression.
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Figure 4. Linear regression of theα-andβ-chain ratio (Y) on the number of copies of
theα-globin gene (X).

Table VI. Alpha and beta globin chain ratio (α/β) in Altamurana sheep carrying
different numbers ofα-globin genes.

α-gene
arrange-
ments

α-globin
genes
copies

Subjects HPLC
chromato-
gram per
subject

α/β values
observed

(x̄± s.e.) ∗

α/β
values

calculated

2/2 4 30 1 1.005± 0.021 0.99

3/2 5 13 2 1.145± 0.035 1.17

4/2 6 7 3 1.190± 0.048 1.21

3/3 6 9 3 1.424± 0.059 1.35

4/3 7 4 3 1.517± 0.038 1.50

4/4 8 2 3 1.660± 0.045 1.71
∗Mean values and standard error of observed values (obtained by integrating globin
chain HPLC chromatographic peaks) to be compared to theα/β values calculated on
the basis of the best fit curve.
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In humans, the presence of extra copies ofα-globin genes has often been
shown to worsen the degree of anemia inβ-thalassemia heterozygotes [6,18].
Sorensenet al. [17] quantified and characterised the membrane skeletal-
associated globin in normal, transgenic thal/sickle, and thalassemic mice and
showed that onlyα-globin was associated with the membrane skeleton in the
pathologic red blood cells. Excessα-chains cannot form homotetramers and,
upon synthesis, rapidly bind to the cytoplasmic side of theβ-thalassemic red cell
membrane, even in young erythroblasts [25]. Moreover, modelβ-thalassemic
RBC, prepared by introducing excessα-globin in the cell, have shown to exhibit
structural and functional changes, which are almost identical to those observed
in β-thalassemic cells [16]. The pathological abnormalities and the subsequent
effects on the morphology and function of the thalassemic RBC stem from the
alteration of the synthetic ratio between the globin chains (α/β) [12,24].

The overall blood picture ofDD individuals seems to mimic a thalassemia-
like syndrome in sheep. In the beta thalassemia syndrome one of the outstand-
ing features is hemoglobin deficiency – due to the reduced synthesis ofβ-globin
chains – and the consequent microcytosis, but the hematological phenotype of
theDD sheep was characterised by normal Hb values and macrocytosis. In this
case, the increased MCV values may be ascribed to the presence of a higher
proportion of younger cells and thus symptomatic of the already mentioned
accelerated turnover. In the human form of heterozygousβ-thalassemia the
ratio (α/β) ranges from 1.5 to 2.5, whereas the normal value is 1 [2,23]. This
corresponds to thalassemia minor with small red cells and mild anemia. In the
present investigation, theα/β ratio was found to range on average from 1.0 in
NN individuals to 1.2 inND and 1.6 inDD subjects, and the imbalance was not
due to a deficiency of theβ chain but to a surplus of theα chains because of
extranumeraryα-genes. Moreover theDD hematological phenotype was not
associated to any clinical symptoms and may be regarded as a mere example
of the variability of the hemoglobin system.

Phenotypic variability of hemoglobin, however, may also be induced by
hemoparasites. The high number of hemoglobinopathies in human populations
living in endemic malaria areas is one of the most dramatic examples. The red
cell is a remarkable example of Darwinism in action, and it is not surprising that
genetic changes in the red cells may affect the success of the intraerythrocytic
life of parasites [5].

As far as the Apulian sheep are concerned, they show the ability to thrive
in endemic tick-borne disease (TBD) areas, naturally developed over a period
of many centuries. Although epidemiological studies on the presence of tick
borne pathogens in Apulian sheep are lacking, repeated random sampling in the
different areas of Apulia (data not shown) constantly allowed the identification
of these parasites without detecting clinical signs of disease. Apulian native
sheep show a breed-related aptitude to remain in good health and to reproduce
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while harbouring tick borne pathogens. Indeed, Altamurana sheep infected
with Babesia ovisare able to control parasitemia and compensate the effects
of anaemia into a benign macrocytic and hyperchromic form. There is also
evidence that the local sheep breeds cope with anoxemic stress by producing
red globules enriched with hemoglobin and accelerating the turnover of older
and less efficient red blood cells [8].

In our opinion, the findings of this investigation should be considered in
the light of the tolerance that the Apulian sheep have developed toward TBDs.
The alterations recorded inDD red blood cells may produce an unfavourable
environment for the parasites. Accordingly, the high frequency of extranumer-
ary haplotypes may be the result of a selective advantage of the corresponding
phenotypes in endemic TBD areas.
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